D’Addario Education

JAZZ BAND BUYERS GUIDE

With top tier gear for the whole ensemble, you won’t miss a beat when the combo gets back together and the improvisation begins.

ALTO SAXOPHONISTS

VENN ALTO SAXOPHONE SYNTHETIC REEDS
VAS0130
A reed that offers the durability and stability you would expect from a synthetic reed, but plays just as beautifully as cane.

SELECT JAZZ ALTO SAXOPHONE REEDS
RSF10ASX3S & RRS10ASX3S
Select Jazz reeds come in two options: filed and unfiled. Filed cuts offer optimal tonal brilliance and projection, while unfiled cuts offer a warmer, more nuanced tonal color.

SELECT JAZZ MOUTHPIECE
MJS-05M
Select Jazz mouthpieces offer saxophonists the same sound & response they would expect from one of the great vintage mouthpieces, without the impossible price tag.

RICO NECK STRAPS
SJA11
This neck strap is a comfortable strap that provides you with easy insertion and removal.

MULTI-REED STORAGE CASE
RVCASE04
This humidity-controlled reed case increases the lifespan of 8 reeds while also keeping them in peak performance condition at all times.

TENOR SAXOPHONISTS

VENN TENOR SAXOPHONE SYNTHETIC REEDS
VTS0130
A reed that offers the durability and stability you would expect from a synthetic reed, but plays just as beautifully as cane.

SELECT JAZZ TENOR SAXOPHONE REEDS
RRS05TSX2H & RRS05TSX2H
Select Jazz reeds come in two options: filed and unfiled. Filed cuts offer optimal tonal brilliance and projection, while unfiled cuts offer a warmer, more nuanced tonal color.

SELECT JAZZ MOUTHPIECE
MKS-07M
Select Jazz mouthpieces offer saxophonists the same sound & response they would expect from one of the great vintage mouthpieces, without the impossible price tag.

RICO NECK STRAPS
SLA11
This strap features a curved metal hook connector and quick-adjust slider for a secure and adjustable fit.

MULTI-REED STORAGE CASE
RVCASE04
This humidity-controlled reed case increases the lifespan of 8 reeds while also keeping them in peak performance condition at all times.

daddario.com
DRUMMERS

**PROMARK HICKORY REBOUND 5A**

RBH565AW

The Rebound 5A is a perfect general use drumstick for many different styles of music ranging from jazz, to rock, funk and more.

**EVANS UV1 SNARE HEADS**

B14UV1

The UV1 drumhead series gives you unprecedented durability and a range of sonic possibilities.

**EVANS CALFTONE TOM BATTER HEADS**

TT12C7

A rich warm drumhead, perfect for jazz music and more.

**PROMARK GENERAL BRUSHES**

TB5

This essential brush features a textured handle and heavy gauge wire bristles for ease of play and durability.

**PROMARK TRANSPORT DELUXE STICK BAG**

TDSB

A stick bag featuring plenty of space for your sticks, brushes, and personal belongings—perfect for drummers on the go.

VIBRAPHONISTS

**SPYR VIBRAPHONE MALLET**

SV4R

The SV4R vibe mallets feature a very hard, small oval shaped mallet head wrapped in cord for a bright, articulate sound.

**PROMARK MALLET BAG**

PHMB

This bag is engineered to open 180 degrees across and can securely hang on marimbas, vibraphones, and xylophones.

GUITARISTS

**XL CHROMES**

ECG24

Noted for their smooth feel and warm, mellow tone, essential to the sound and style of many jazz players.

**ECLIPSE TUNER**

PW-CT-17GN

The Eclipse chromatic clip-on tuner offers fast, accurate chromatic tuning on and off the stage.

**GUITAR & BASS PRO/WINDER**

DP0002

Ergonomically designed with durable hardened steel wire cutters, the Pro-Winder is the ultimate all-in-one restringing tool.

**D'ADDARIO CLASSIC INSTRUMENT CABLE**

PW-CGT-10

These cables utilize ultra-pure, oxygen-free copper conductors for low capacitance and pure tone.

**MICRO-FIBER POLISHING CLOTH**

PW-MPC

The D'Addario Micro-fiber Polishing Cloth is a long-lasting cleaning cloth for all instruments that can be used with or without polishes.

STACK THE SAVINGS ACROSS D'ADDARIO BRANDS

By mentioning the flexible discount code BACKTO SCHOOL when you place your order at your preferred retailer, you'll be able to save more when you select multiple D'Addario brands.